
Anthony Montibello
745 Hillview Court Lewiston, NY 14092
Tony@MontiTech.com  (716) 754-8309

March 1, 2010

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am seeking a Software Development and Technical Leadership position and the opportunity to create new 
value in product features and services. I am looking for a position that is challenging and will continue to allow 
me to expand my technical knowledge and professional skills and use IT best-practices that I have developed. 

I enjoy honing my knowledge and using my skills on legacy technology to improve it. However, my biggest 
strength is my ability to very quickly understand new technology and then apply it immediately.   When 
working with teams on challenging projects, I receive buy-in from the stakeholders and explain the new 
technology or innovation in a clear and simple manner. I enjoy teaming by delivering technical guidance and 
mentoring to meet our project objectives, helping teams develop and providing innovative contributions.
 
For past two and an half years, I have worked primarily on the Electronic Clinical Record Suite, (eCR). I was the 
lead technical developer and redesigned and developed a new eCR release based on an Object Oriented (OO) 
modeling that I designed using C# and .Net.  I also created several other application modules that seamlessly 
interface with eCR.  These application modules were independent projects being worked in parallel and 
developed using Object Oriented Design, (OOD) with both High Level Logic Design and Low Level Detail Design 
documents. The purpose of this approach was so maintenance and improvements can be handled more easily 
by an alternate team with no original design knowledge.

Since 2005, I have continued to enhance and maintain NC_Net. I am the sole developer and own the intellectual 
property. NC_Net is an OO Window Network Service to remotely monitor Window Servers. This application 
sends system performance information to a centralized UNIX (Nagios) server.  It has drastically reduced Network 
Management licensing costs for companies that have deployed it.  The most current version is available on the 
Open Source website (http://sourceforge.net/projects/nc-net/). The website has maintained 1,000 down-loads 
per month for the past 3 years. It’s a popular Open Source product that’s being used with Nagios by different IT 
departments worldwide. 

I have tenaciously worked my way through college in the 1990's by part time employment, despite catastrophic 
hardships. During college I have worked in both IT and manufacturing in different capacities and have gained 
technical expertise in hardware, software and services. For example, I worked directly for HP, as the Backup 
Team Leader for Field Engineering covering the entire state of Connecticut.  My primary role was to provide 
customer satisfaction by resolving problems with customer service that meet expectations.

Thus far in my career, I have written hundreds of programs in different languages using different design 
techniques.  Currently I maintain a Microsoft Software Development Network, (MSDN) subscription. MSDN also 
gives me the resources to create test beds for my applications on any Windows Operating System/Server.  My 
approach to programming is to create code that is readable and designed to have: flexibility, expandability, 
scalability and maintainable.  My goal still remains to develop practical solutions that satisfy customer’s 
business needs with the best possible quality for the time and cost and meet their expectations by delivering 
excellent professional service. 

In over eighteen years, I have developed many skills in different fields that can be leveraged to specific 
future projects.  These include the ability to provide: technical training, understand the effects of IT systems and 
servers/storage systems on software, project management, analytical analysis, development methodologies, as 
well, as building and testing integrated systems and tools.  My ideal job would be to have a leadership position 
that allows me to apply my vast skill set to create innovative solutions that are both challenging and provide 
technical advancement, while at the same time generate the customer value being sought. 

Please feel free to call me to set up an interview.  Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely Yours,

 Tony Montibello
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